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Press FILE
Select New to start a new project
Select Open to select a stored project
Print Setup to setup your printer
Or select a previous job

Pressing New allows you to select
your task.
PC Board to make a new board
layout,
Schematic to make a new
schematic,
Photo-plot to open the Gerber
Viewer
Schematic Symbol to open the
symbol editor
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This is the schematic work sheet. It starts as a “B”
size, but can be changed from “A” to “E” or custom
sizes.
Extra sheets for larger schematics can be selected
here.
Net connections are understood between sheets.
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In VIEW, you can select Grid
to change the grid settings.
Click
for on/off screen grid

File allows you to create a new schematic or
Open a previous project
Close your work
Save an existing job
Save As for a new job
Hierarchy Push/Pop... explained later
Print the job
Preview the print
Set up your printer
Preferences allows you to set colors, widths,
etc
Previous jobs are shown and can be selected if
required
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Lets load a few parts and
draw a schematic
Select Parts
Freshen allows you to
freshen the libraries after
a symbol has been
modified or created
Add Part gives a list of
the part libraries
available
Add Part by Name Press
J then enter the part
name is the fastest way to
load parts
Or select from the
supplied libraries
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Other libraries can be shown by pressing

Parts are listed and when selected a part symbol is shown.
QUICK
I pressed J
then entered 7400
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Our 7400 is shown
as gates and by
pressing F10 it can
be rotated by 90
degrees.

It’s a good idea to place all of the ic even if you aren’t using every section.
Select Rotate and
choose the direction. I
chose Right

If you want to rotate
after it has been
placed. Use Select,
then double click the
section to be rotated.
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To wire the schematic,
select this icon
Place the cursor on the
end of the part lead,
click and draw to the
next pin.
To make a connection
between wires, place
cursor on the wires and
double click. This places
a DOT on the wires

Notice

Vcc and Gnd pins are not visible.
These are handled in the Parts
Editor setup. Pins 14 and 7 are
listed as :
14=+5V,7=GND.
This keeps symbols cleaner.
You can re-draw and make all pins
show if you want. Remember to
add connection points. I use TP-1
gives a terminal in schematic and a
pad in board.
Add a piece of wire then add net
name. +5V or gnd or

See Symbol Creation
slideshow for more
information
Connection made
not made
Consider the wires as having plastic
insulation. Double clicking cuts through the
plastic and makes a connection.
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To name a NET select

Place the
cursor on tip
of wire, click

Or press N
Select +5V or
type the net
name, select
where to
have the net
info placed,
then OK

The wire has been
net named and
will be connected
to this net.
Remember to
have a connection
point, ie a pad or
terminal for your
Nets.
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Our finished
schematic. I added
TP-1's for power
connections.
In the Demo, you
are not able to save
the drawing, BUT
you can make an
update file of the
parts, connections,
footprints needed
for the board
editor and make a
print for reference.
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In Reports,
select
Design
Check

Select PCB
Update list

If no errors

A update list is
created.
It shows the parts used
7400,
the part instance, U1,
the footprint DIP-14,
pad connection info 1,
2 etc,
the netname issued
EZL#2 and
the parts value ie R1 is
1K
with footprint disc-r.
This file can be edited to
change footprint if
required.
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Do not enter a File name. Press Save
This will show as upd where saved, usually in
Schematics.
We have drawn our schematic and generated an Update list which is
now imported into the board editor. All information from the
schematic will be added to our drawing sheet.
The part footprints used and the wiring, or schedule is available but
not shown until we call for it. This is called a Rat’s Nest and can make
the drawing quite messy at first.
Place the footprints, then get the schedule information,
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Since you are unable to save this drawing, print a
copy if you want to refer to it later. If you don’t turn
the program off, you will be able to link back to it
while in the Board Editor.
The print routine will squish the drawing and print a
standard sheet of paper. NOTE the instances, or part
references will be very light . In your printer, change
the print setting to 180dpi or your lowest setting
In File select New, then
PC Board File
Note
I’m still in schematic, there is
no need to quit, just select PC
Board. This enables us to
window back to view schematic
if needed.
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In File, select Import
then Create board
from Update List

Our Update list was saved in the Schematic folder without a
name. Select this then Open
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All our parts are placed in columns down the left side of a 16" x 16" screen

We see the part footprints
at the top left of the
drawing screen. We also
see our update list again.

Scroll to the end of the list to
make sure there were no
errors. Note 82 line items.
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Select Edit and Board
Properties.
In this sample. Make the board 2 x 3

You are able to change the board properties.
We are using 2 layers, component and solder.
You could make it a multi-layer board and
specify these layers. You are also able to select
inches, metric or mils as the working grid.
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If you have many
footprints, select
and move a
smaller column.
Paste each across
the screen.
Makes the screen
smaller and
you’re zoomed in
closer .

This is easier to work with.
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To get our wiring
information, select
AutoRouter then
Auto-Schedule
Routes

You are able to name the
nets you want and the
line width. I usually
leave the line at 0.010".
Press Generate Schedule.
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Green lines are
our net lines
There are 20
connections to be
made
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I moved and rotated
the footprints, now
to wire them.
I will manually
route them, then
show what it would
look like autorouted.

I changed the track width to .030". Widths are
available from .001" to .255" and in metric.

Autorouter set for single side routing
I set layer 1 as 0 and
layer 2 as solder side
this allows me to
auto-route one side
or the other.
As usual, autorouters
do funny things. We
can easily modify
after they have
finished.
If the router can’t
find a way to route a
line, it will leave it in
schedule. This is
shown as the green
line.
The autorouter is set to use .010" lines.
It’s best to leave it this way and to update the line
width later.
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Autorouter setup box
as setup for single
sided routing.
Horizontal layer is set
to 0 and
vertical is 2

Component side is
layer 1
Solder side is layer 2
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Auto-routed as a double sided board.
The rectangular pins have a reference point in
the centre.
I changed the silk screen lines from .01" to .012". This allows me to change
all conductor widths without having the silk change as well.
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I changed the traces to .030" .
In Edit, select Chamge All.
Select item to be chamged, here
I changed lines from .010 to
.030. This changes all .010 lines
even if silk screen or conductor.

Traces are placed at the
pad center to satisfy the
schematic/schedule line
info.

In this demo board, I did not rotate the silkscreen
references.
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I added cut lines to indicate where the
board maker needs to route the board
out or shear. Now to generate photoplot
and drill files.

To select the correct
film size,
select FILE
then Preferences
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Select Photo-Plotter and the correct film size. Remember
you need to allow for a 1" border around the layout for
correct photoplotting.
Change the board screen to just include the board layout.

In FILE select
Photo Plot

You need to select a side,
then click the Print # box to
enable selection.
Method is Direct,
Mask is the layer you want to plot.
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Pressing
make Photo Plot
files will generate a
.rpt report which
is saved in the
board folder and
automatically saves
the photo plots in
the Photo Plot
folder.

Now to make the
Excellon drill file.
In Reports select
Excellon drill tape
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You are able to set the file
format. Check with your board
maker to see what his
requirements are.
This is how I make the files for
my board maker.
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Cr/Lf gives us drill data
like this.
Drill/tool information is
at the bottom. In this
case there is only one
tool/hole size.
If there were other drill
sizes required they
would be called out as
T02, T03 etc and the
hole size would be
shown.
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Lets check our photo plots.
In NEW FILE
select Photo Plot Files

In FILE select Open then
search for your file. Demo
created Board2-01 and
Board2-02 files. The -01 file
is the silk screen, -02 is the
solder side.
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The green line is the film
edge.

Blue lines are
DRAWN, Red are
FLASHED

We have drawn a schematic, generated a update file for input into Board,
input this file into board, positioned our part footprints, added the
schedule of interconnects, manually and autorouted the traces.
Generated photoplots and drill files.
The demo will not allow you to save the schematic and board layouts, but
it will allow you to generate the photoplots and drill files. These can be
sent to your board maker, or to me for a quick prototype if you wish.
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There are only a few libraries available in the demo, the full program has
lots more and you are able to create/modiy schematic symbols and
footprints.
Thank you for requesting EZRoute2000 demo. I am available to answer
your questions and to offer suggestions if required.
Specific Instruments Ltd
5115 E Georgia Street
Burnaby, BC V5B 1V2
ph 604-291-6171
wrj60@telus.net

www.ezroute2000.com
I have used, sold and provided support for all versions since 1987.

More
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These are the libraries I work with. It has a few (in Capitols), which were
created by local customers.
You can make a new library for each project if needed.

The symbol editor will allow you to look at and modify symbols. It will allow
you to save to the library but not save as. In the working version, you need to
save a symbol and also import the symbol into the library. This allows you to
use the symbol, save your work and have the symbol re-appear everytime you
load the work. If you didn’t import, you would need to do a library re-fresh
each time in order to see these symbols.

